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The neutron field of thick lead target ( 20 cm diam. and 

60 cm long) has been studied using the method of threshold 

detectors - fission and spallation detectors with SSNTD's. 

The investigation has been carried out at proton and 

deuteron beams of synchrophasotron SINK in the energy range 

l-3.7 GeV. The dependence of the differential neutron 

distributions on a type of incident projectile and on 

ion energy are discussed. The data analysis hdS shown I 

that the neutron spectra for incident protons are more 

hard than for the deuteron beam. The relative partial 

neutron yields for low-energy component ( (1 MeV 1 and 

high-energy component ( >20 MeV 1 contain 38X, 10% and 45%. 

7% for p and d ions respectively . The average value 

of the total neutron yields ratio 
'd"p 

= 1.20+0. 15 . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid progress in development of high-current, medi urn-energy 

ion accelerators leaded to appearance of a new branch of neutron 

physics connected with desing, investigation and application of 

the intense neutron spallation sources. The principal idea of 

efficient neutron production is a conversion of ion kinetic 
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energy in heavy metal thick target to secondary particle 

radiation.- 

The spallation reaction of nuclei is the main mechanism for 

neutrons generation in 'passing of high-energy ions through 

matter. Resides neutrons, charged ,particles are generated to a 

large extent. However, as experimental studies and calculatkons 

have shown /l-4/, the relative share of neutrons quickly 

increases in the substance with propagation of the secondary 

radiation through it. Therefore even f.or comparatively small 

targets with the characteristic size ab.ove 100' g/cm= the 

neutrons yield by many, times exceeds the charged particles 

yield. The:most characteristic feature. of- neutron spectra of 

such sources is presence of the hard component in the. energy 

range of hundreds MeV. .This is more clearly illustrated in 

Fig.l, which shows the experimental spalfation neutron spectra 

neutron spectrum for a comparison.. 

Fig.1 Energy dependence of the neutron production for fission 
source (1) and from medium-energy ion bombardment of 
various thick targets-at emission angle 0 ( the lines 
are eye-guide curves through the measured data points 1 : 

2, 3 - 59(I)-MeV and llOC+MeV protons on lead target 
10 cm diam. x 60 cm lbnq at 0 = 90° /2/; 4 A 860+leV 
prgtons on tungsten 3 cm diam...x 7.6 cm, long at 
30 /5/; 5 - 

targS?) 
l-GeV/A C ions on lead target 8x8x8 cm3 

at So" / our- re&lts o+ ~TCIF measurem&nt .I. 
: 
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Meanwhile, in spite of high demand for studies of such.neutron 

fields, there are no effective experimental methods enabling 'to 

carry ^ ou'- measurements under conditions -0-F “bad" geometry. 

In the physics of low energy neutrons such studies are usual'ly 

being 'done'by the activation ,method or the .method of fission 

threshold detectors. .The latter meth-od recently received its 

further development in work /6/ where the information taking 

from polymer solid state nucl~ear track detectors, SSNTD's, of 

fission fragments was automatized. This enabled to create an 

express method for determination of neutron fields' charts.- 

In .this paper we briefly discribe the experimental method ahd 

its application to' study the 

( 20 cm diam. and 60 cm long 

incident ion. The considered 

interesting for the neutron 

characterized by a minimum 

neutron field of ,.thick lead target 

1 having a high neutron yield per 

energy region 1 -3.7 GeV is the most 

si3urces design because it is 

of the ionization loss or a maximum 

of the neutron production per unit of ion kinetic energy. The 

precise measurements of the total yields of neutrons with energy 

less 15 MeV for this target were carried out by the neutron 

moderat i on tekhni que by Vassil'kov et al. /7/i In present 

investigation the differential characteristics of the neutron 

source have been studied in detail. 

2. EXPERIMENTfL' METHOD 

The most important requirement -in construction of a hard 

neutron radiation detector is to broaden the existed standard 

set of fission threshold detectors by adding detectors with 

higher thresholds in the region of .several hundreds or more MeV. 

The detector chosen as one of such detectors was based on the 

bismuth's fission reaction that hag been used in a number of 

works /8/ for registration of hirJh energy neutrons. Study of 

the nuclear fragmentation of various materials, spallation 

reaction, under the action of‘high energy protons and neutrons 

allowed to construct a detector of .new type with a very high 

value of the .effective threshold above several hundreds MeV. 

For neutron measurements such a detector is used apparently for 
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the first-time, ..and examining of its reqister,ing prQperties was 

paid. special. attention. ~ 

As to the ,design, a solid, track detector of f_ission event 

presents a fisriile layer about 1 rnc~/crn~ thick,, 11.3 .mm in 

diameter ( the a,rea ,l cm2-1 _ Qn an .aluminum backing ’ 19 mm ._ in 

diameter and 0.2mm,thick, :placed close to ,the SSNTD. A spallation 

detector consists of two similar thick spallation layers ( disks 1 

embracing the track detector on both sides. 

Such a design of the detector provides, firstly, 

a rather high efficiency of neutron registration due to 

making use of thick @layers ( the layer's thickness being 

greater than the makimum range of a fragment ); secondly, sharp 

decrease of the detector"s sensitivity dependence 01-l its 

orientation relative to the direction of the neutrons' 

by registration of fragments escaping both forward and 

thirdly, shielding of SSNTD from other neighbouring 

sources of dackground' counting. 

incidence 

backward; 

material 

Fission and spallatitih products were regi'stered by means of a 

SSNTD based on polyethylene xerephtalate, .'FEiP, 6 pm thick. The 

irradiated SSNTD ar'e etched 'for 6C? minutes .at a temperature 6C) + 

C) . 1 OC in a KOH solution (t.h$.,density 1.252 g/cm2 at 20° C ). 

The efficiency of neutron registration by a thin layer 
, 

threshold detector may:be- fobknd by the formula 

E = n 
Of r, ? 

2 
where n is the number of riuclei of the fissile nuclide per cm y 

uf- the fission cross section, r) - fragment registration 

efficiency. ( r) = 0-.3l,5 -for isotropic.escape of fragments ). 

Neutron fission cross sectio?j& are 'we11 .'kriown in the energy 

region bellow 20 MeV, and their values are part of different 

nucl,ear data libraries,,for .instance, ENDF/B-V. To obtain the 

values for higher energies o< neutrons, measurements' results 

/5,9,10/ were u5ed. The -. registration characteristics of 

spallation detectors were studied on a proton beam because 

of ,absence of a source of monochromatic neutrons of high 

energy._ Besides, it was assumed that the - spallaticm .,process 
: 

weakly depends on the type of the incident nucleon and has 
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an equal possibility. In Fig.2 the -measured energy dependences 

of efficiencies for investigated detectors are presented. 

From Fig.2 , it can be seen that the Cu-Cu and Cd-Cd detectors 

have considerably higher energy thresholds, and besides, the 

behavior of their efficiencies is expressed more sharply near 

the threshold. Note the Cd-Cd detector has a higher efficient 

threshold than the Cu-Cu detector. 

0. 1 1 2 3 

ENERGY . GeV 

Fig.2 Energy dependence of nucleon registration efficiency 
for various thick layers measured on proton beam. 
The solid-lines are eye-guide curves through the 
experimental data points. 

Thus, the following set of detectors were chosen, arranged in 

order to increase their registration treshold: U-235 in a 

cadmium or boron filter, Np-237, U-238, Th-232, Bi-209, CLI-CLI or 

Cd-Cd. 

The energy dependences of efficiencies for a full set of 

threshold detectors, composing a neutron detector, are 
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presented in Fig.3. The detectors' response functions and-,, the 

energy'regions of maximum sensitivity for them were cafculated 

on:basis of these dependence5 . Analysis shows, -that for all 

considered cases the -detectorsywell complement 'one another and 

provide full coverage of a very broad energy range from thermal 

to several WV. 

10 
-5 

ENERGY r MeV 

Fig.3 Energy dependence of, threshold detectors' 
efficiencies for neutrons. The curves l-3 are for 
fission detectors U-239, Np-237, U-238, Th-232 and 
bi-209 respectively 
layer ). The curves 
Cu-Cu and Cd-Cd. 

( 1 mg/cm' thickness of fission 
6,7 are for spallation detectors 

For correction experimental data we studied the following 

distorting and background effects: 1) registration of charged 

hadrons; 2) angular assymmetry of _ fission .fragments; 

3) registration fragments ‘from the backings ( "the backing 

effect") Y 4) spallation of nuclei of the fissile layer, 5) the 

own counting of SSNTD. 

The registration characteristic and the reliability of the 

obtained results strongly depends on the method of processing of 

the irradiated SSNTD. In ,order to increase of the results" 

reliability, to decrease methodical errors, the thickness-of 

the PETP film, was checked as well as the values characterising 

the process of SSNTD etching: the temperature, the concentration 
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of the KOH solution, the etching time. 

Whet- sources of the errors are the uncertainties of the 

values of the layer's mass and the efficiency of registration O+ 

fragments, the errors of corrections- for the background effects 

and the statistical error. 

-7 
4 . PROCEDURE OF DATA PROCESSING 

The energy distributions of neutrons were reconstructed by 

iteration procedure using the results of integral measurements. 

The mathematical procgssing was realized in the computer code 

RESTOR. The results of data processing are the neutrons energy 

distribution, .F( T j2- and the yields of neutrons, Y( T+ 

with kinetic energy above T.. The value T 
1 i 

is choosed from the 

set ( 0 y 0. 1 !# 1 , 6 3 20 9 50 .r lO(3 z 250 :, SO(:) ~ 10(:)(:) Plev j . 

The program allows the operator to carry out visual control of 

the restoration process, detecting a disagreement between 

the experimental results of different threshold detectors. 

A small number of iterations' ( (10 j is another criterion of 

agreement of data-in and a good chaise of the zero approximation 

of energy distribution, Fo( T ).. The zero approximation is 

realized in the code in two ways : 

1) assignment of the table of values on the energy grid, using 

known results of measurements and the calculations of neutron 

spectra ; 

2) analytic representation of the energy distribution. 

The details of the measurement and data processing method take 

place in paper Ill/. 

The method was tested in the neutron field of a lead target 

( 20 cm diam. and 20 cm long ) irradiated by 2.3%GeV protons 

The three-component representation of neutron spectrum /12,13/ 

with realistic values of parameters 'was used for assignment of 

the zero approximation. 

The results of measurements were compared, with the ones 

obtained by the time-of-flight technique. The energy distributions 

measured by these experimental methods at angle 90°are presented 

in Fig.4. Good agreement of the results with each other in the 
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Fig.4 The spectral distribution of neutrons at emission 
angle 9tl" from bombardment of l_eBd target 20 cm diam.x 
20 cm long with 2.5%MeV protons has been measured by 

both the time-of-flight technique ( the points 1 and the 
threshold detectors" method ( the curve ). The TOF 
spectrum of secondary protons is shown too. 

whole energy range confirms applicability of the described 

met hod for _ studying the neutron fields of a hard energy 

spectrum. 

As shown in Fig.4 ) for thick lead'tsrget the neutron output 

is higher proton output more thak orde,r for all energies. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SiTUF AND F%OCEDURE 

The neutron f‘ield of the lead tavget (20 cm diam. and 60 cm 

long) has been. studied at synchrophasotron- JJNR using external 

proton and deuteron beams with energy about 1 ?- 1.5 z 2 z 2.5 :, 

7 4 . 1 p and 3.7 GeV. The beam intensity during the measurements 
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was typically of 

position and the 

target have been 

beam spot at the 

the order -of 'a few 10a-lO" ions.per second. The 

profile of the beam at front surface of the 

measured by multiwire proportional chamber. The 

target position as typically 20 - 

in the vertical and horizontal -directions. The ion 

monitored using activation reactions on aluminum 

and =Al(d ,x)='Na . Aluminum monitoring-foil has 

"40 cm in front of the'target. On a base of the 

30 mm (FWHM) 

flux has been 

='Al(p,~)=~Na 

been placed 

experimental 
‘G 

data for the first monitor reaction we have supposed the cross 

section about. .constant with a value 10. C)fO..3 mb. Eut for the 

deuterons only in one e%perimental work /14/ a value of the cross 

section was determined 13.25f1.5 mb at energy 2. 33 GeV; Our 

SPALLATIDN DETECTOR ( SD ) _ 

sl. 
B 

FISSION DETECTORS ( FD ) 

Fig.5 Schematic drawing of the tayget-detectors 
arrangement (A) and the construction of 
neutron detector (E) : M - aluminum monitoring 
foil .; FL - foil with fission layer ; 
SL - spallation layer. 
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relative measurement5 nave shown.that _,for the d.euteron with 

energy 1-4 GeV a value of the.cross section may be supposed. about 

constant too. The experimental set-up and the neutron detector 

construction are shown in schematic Fig.5. The detectors have 

been placed along beam direction on the target surface and at 

angles of lcS", Wa, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150'Oat a dist'knce 1 m from 

the centre of the target. '- _ 

The typical neutron detector_ has consisted- of the fission 

detectors and for angular measurements we have added the 

spallation detectors3 where, seven SSNTD?s <ha-ye been used for 

decrease of the.methodia1. and-statistical errors.. 

The meastirements 

different threshold 

concrete brick ( SO 

The,data analysis 

.* 
2, 

0-f the neutron background ’ counts for 

detectors have been carried out with heavy 

cm long ). -. 

has been performed by using our code RESTOR. 

The energy distributions mesured by time-of-flight 

the lead target ( 20 cm diam. and 20 cm long ) 

proton beam have been.used as a, prior information 

the iero appro:<i.mation of the neutrbn spectrum. 

technique for 

on 2.55-G&' 

to construct 

The double differential- neutron production distributions, 

dF/dTdS and dF/dTdQ have been determined for each value of beam 

energy. Then from these data the integral neutron spectra 

have been calculated for'fitied values of the energy, dY(Ti) /dS 

and dY (Ti)/dQ. Finaly, N these differential distributions have 

been integrated for a'determination of the 'total neutron energy 

spectra, F(T) 'and Y(Ti). 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS .- 

The typical differential-neutron distributions dY(Ti) /dS 'on 

target surface along the direction of the incoming :ions with 

energy 2.0 GeV is shown in Fig.6 All distributions have one 

maximum at 2 = '12-22 cm. A value of the maximum position 

increases, when we pass from the total yield to the yield of the 

neutrons with energy Tiabove 100 MeV, and besides with a rise 

of beam particle energy. An analysis of spatial dependent 

neutron production rates in the target shows that the most 
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. 
Z, cm 

Fig.6 Side surface distributions of neutron production 
on the lead target by 2.0-GeV protons f 0 1 and 
deutkons ( 0 ). The distributions 1-6 correspond 
to neutron energy above 0, lr 6, 20, 50, 100 MeV 
respectively. The solid lines are eye-guide curves 
through the measured data points. 

neutrons are emitted from the first half of the target (Z~C30 cm). 

However the contribution of the second half of the target in 

the neutron yield increases to pass from l-GeV to 3.7~GeV ions. 
. 

The estimate has shown that about 87k4 % neutrons are emitted 

through the side surf ace of lead target and the contribution of 

the back: surface in neutron emission only a few percents ( this 

contritjution increases as the beam energy rises 1. The angul at- 

dependences of the emission of neutrons with energy higher 1, 21:) 

and 100 MeV, dY (Tii /dn ) have been ploted in Fig.7 for the pt-qtons 

and the deuterons with energy 1 and 3.7 GeV. A comparison of a 

shape of angular distributions for the protons and the deuterons 

lepds to a conclusion that only a few difference is observed 

between ones. The similarity of the shapes is partly place when 

the distributions measured at 1 GeV and 3.7 GeV are compared. 

, . 
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cos 0 

Fig.7 Ang.ular dependence of neutron production with 
energy above 1 MeV , 20 MeV,, , and 100 MeV on 
the lead target by l.O-GeV and 3.7-GeV protons 
( dark symbols gnd solid-lines ) and deuterons 
( clear symbols and dotted-lines ). The squares 
and circies correspond to 1-GeV and 3.7-GeV data. 
‘The lines are eye-guide curves through the measured 
data points. 

In contrast, the shape of the distributions strongly changes 

moving to high-energy neutronregion. The energy spectrum in the 

forward direction is much harder than .in the backward direction 

and the angular distribution of the low-energy neutrons is more 

isotropic than for the high-energy component, which is strongly 

forward peaked. 

INTEGRAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The integral characteristics describe the production of 

neutrons for the whole target at all angles. As example, the 

absolute neutron energy spectra for incident protons and 

deuterons with energy 2 GeV are shown in Fig.8. This spectra 

have one maximum in the energy region 0.1-l MeV, and above a few 

MeV the intensity o$ both spectra monotonically and quickly 

falls with neutron energy. For protons the neutron spectrum is 
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10 
-3 10-l 1C? 

ENERGY .r MeV 

103 

Fig.8 Comparison of the measured neutron energy spectra 
from the lead target bombarded by 2.WGeV protons 
( sol,id-line histogram ) and deuterons ( dotted- 
line histogram ). 

more hard than one for deuteron which produce the most number of 

low energy neutrons but give the less high-energy neutron yield. 

The numerical values. of..secondary neutron yields at incident 

projectile energy about 1, 2 and 3.7 GeV are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Experimental neutron yields for lead 
target ( 20 cm di am and 60 cm long ) . 

energy . 
group of 
neutrons 

energy of incident ions /GeV/ 

. 
protons deuterons 

‘) 
25;1+3.0 44.23.1 80.726.9 24.9+Zi.r:, total 

"C 1 ..a Me V 

:>?I) MeV 

1.98 3.74 

58.528.2 98.9214. 

.3 1 .:X4.7 56.4253..5 

4. 1X).7 8.221.5 
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It should be noted that experimental 'error of data for deuteron 

beam is higher than one-for .proton beam. -For deuterons . this 

leads to a large scatter 'bf experimental points -in the ,ener-By 

dependence of the neutron yi-eld.- As can be seen from Table 1;' p 

and d 

about 

about. 

ions produce ~i'n the lead target <20 cm diam. .6(Z) cm' long) 

38% and 45% neutrons in energy region below .l 1 MeV and 

above- 20 MeV respect.ive1.y. Our* estimate of the 

10 
-2 

$L*-‘_i-“-~--- 
b 

. 

6< 1 . - _le--- 
.+T-9-4--- _ 

. . -,o-------~--- 

1 I / 8 4 

1 2 7, 4 

ION ENERGY 3 GeV 

Fig.7 Relativepartial neutron yields.fr.om ,the 
lead t&rget.as & f"unction_of inci'dent ion 

. . ,energy for the .neutron 'group,$ with., energy 
above l,, ,6,.20, 50, 1,00, 259 and Sq?,MeV. 
The data for the proton beam gre t&he -dark 
symbols and solid-lines,’ ones for detitron 
beam are the clear symbols and dotted lines. 
The lines are eye-quide curves. through she 
measured data' points.. 

., - 

,.I 
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average value of the total neutron yield ratio for various 

projectiles has given a result Yd/Y = i.IzO+O.lS . The 
P 

relative 

partial neutron yields as function of the incident ion energy 

have beer! plotted in Fig.9. As seen9 their energy dependence 

becomes, more strong for both types of the projectiles as th-e 

neutron energy is ri-sing. 

FI comparison of the present experimental total neutron yields 

and the yields of neutrons below 15 MeV with the energy 

dependence of Vassil'kov et al. /7/ obtained by neutron 

moderat i on technique for proton beam and lead target ( 20 cm 

diam. and 60 cm long ) is carried out in Fig.10. It shows a good 

-. 

0 1 2 3 4 

PROTON ENERGY z GeV 

F i g . 1 (1) Comparison of the piesent r.esults on total 
neutron yields ( 0 ) and the yields of neutrons 
below 15 MeV ( ‘0 1 with the energy dependence 
of Vassilakov et al. /7/ obtained by the 
'neutron moderation technique ( solid-line 1 
for the lead target (20 cm dium.. x 60 cm long) 
bambarded by protons. 

agreement between the present results for neutrons below 15 MeV 

and the dependence from paper /7/. A simple explanation of this 

ifs a neutron leakage. The neutrons with energies above about 15 
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. . ‘. .’ 

MeV with high possibility go away from the-. moderator' of 

experimental set-up:The data analysis is still being continued. 

The authors would like to acknowledge the help in present 

measurements realization ,Y. M. Chirkin, -.-N. S. Myzin,~-A 

I. 0. Tsvetkov, I. E. Vorob'ev. z -, 
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